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RHOL DEMI-PERMANENT COLOR

A low commitment Demi-Permanent color, with a vast selection of shades. Rhol is an ammonia 
free, ‘tone on tone’ color brand with versatile usage applications, that leaves the hair with little to no 
demarcation line.   

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Rich natural coconut base provides UV protection while soothing and moisturizing 
 the scalp and hair

• Rice oil and ceramides provide natural antioxidants and vitamin E 

• Infused with 7 Herbal extracts that are designed to stimulate, restore, protect, and condition,  
 leaving the hair with captivating shine 

• Herbal Extracts: Nettle, Coltsfoot, Horsetail, Sage, Rosemary, and Birch, Alpine Yarrow  

• Rhol’s emulsion with its dedicated deposit-only developer, provides precision formulation every time 

• 33 Shades, 1 Clear, 60 ml Tube

MIXING RATIO 

1: 2 1-part Rhol color with 2- parts active emulsion 

PROCESSING TIME

10-30 minutes *25 minutes for clear treatment 

Grey Hair Blending  
Rhol is designed to blend up to 50% grey hair, ideal for first time coverage 
clients or those looking for a softer look. Recommended to mix 1/2 your formula 
a natural shade with 1/2 of your desired shade. A full processing time of 30 
minutes is necessary for maximum blending results. 
Ex. 30ml 5N + 30ml 5SR + 120ml Active Emulsion Developer

 Developer Usage

Deposit OnlyActive Emulsion
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TOOLS/ADDITIVES 

Clear  

Can be used to manipulate the tone intensity of any Rhol shade or simply used as a shine enhancing 
service,  when using as a diluter to soften your desired tonality it is creatively mixed in any proportion 
depending on the desired outcome. When adding it to a formula you do not need to compensate for 
developer.  Ex. 30ml 9MR + 15ml Clear + 60ml Active Emulsion. 

When being used as a shine-enhancing service, mix with distilled water until desired consistency is 
reached. No active emulsion is necessary. Timing: 25 minutes. 

How to Use 
Rhol should be applied to dry hair for maximum results, it can be applied to towel-dried hair for a 
softer outcome. The use of heat is not required, but a processing cap can be used if needed. With 
Rhol’s unique self-cleansing properties, add a small amount of warm water and emulsify into a rich 
lather and rinse. If necessary, follow with shampoo and conditioner of choice.  

Classification System
Rhol is composed of an alpha numeric shade system 
the tone families are: 

Natural Magic N= .0

Elegant Brown MM=  .04/.06

Golden Harmony D=  .3

Sand Fantasy MS=  .32/.31

Copper Symphony R/DR=  .4/.34

Red Symphony SR=  .76/.5

Red Fantasy MR=  .56/.65/.66/.64


